trends in scholarship. 3 Finally, the last update of Angus Kennedy's thorough annotated bibliography was published in 2004, providing a comprehensive study of the scholarship in English and French up to that point. 4 In this état présent, I pick up approximately where Dulac and Kennedy leave off, discussing recent editions and translations, projected and in print, and tracing the recent trends for both specialists and non-specialists interested in Christine.
Christine de Pizan wrote in many genres: she was an innovative lyric poet, composer of courtesy books, political theorist, and religious writer. Still, even her supposedly 'light' work, that is, the courtly love lyric and narrative poetry with which she began her career, demonstrates her engagement in the political upheavals of early fifteenth-century France. The central political issue of Christine's lifetime, to which a long cascade of increasingly disruptive problems can be linked, and to which she refers directly and indirectly across her corpus, was the insanity of Charles VI. The power struggle resulting from the king's debilitating illness led to the Orleanist (later Armagnac)-Burgundian Civil War within the kingdom and facilitated the invasion and subsequent occupation of France by the English. The early biographies of Christine and surveys of her literary career describe the author as Burgundian-leaning. Many nineteenth-century French Republican historians, still influenced by the ideals of French Revolution, accepted uncritically Burgundian propaganda that cast the Burgundians as men of the people and the Duke of Orleans and Queen Isabeau as dissolute spendthrifts, and the early biographers follow this lead. The bias is especially noticeable in the influential biography of Marie-Josèphe Pinet, which depicts these important patrons of Christine negatively, with Christine as a moralizing critic of court life and champion of the Burgundians. 5 This bias then found its way into the popular English-language biography by pioneering scholar of the writer, Charity Cannon Willard. 6 However, more recent biographies by Suzanne Roux and Françoise Autrand, both in French, correct the bias. 7 In addition, Roux incorporates important new information on Christine's extended family brought to light by Nikolai Wandruska and quotes Christine at length to give readers an impression of her voice. 8 also the biographer of Christine's contemporaries, Charles V, Charles VI, and Duke Jean of Berry, offers insight into the writer's social networks with her historically detailed and readable account of the author's life and career. In addition to these historically grounded surveys, the still more recent English-language introduction to Christine and her works by Nadia Margolis, specialist in medieval French literature, usefully contextualizes Christine's literary output both historically and theoretically.
9
Of the roughly two hundred manuscripts containing works by Christine, about fifty were produced in her own scriptorium, under her own supervision. Studies of these manuscripts have revealed much about the order in which Christine composed her works, her mode of composition, the degree of her success, her attitudes towards her patrons, and her own sense of what she hoped to accomplish as a writer. The starting point for any study of Christine's manuscripts -indeed, for any study of Christine's corpus at all, with or without a material focus -is the Album Christine de Pizan, a thick guidebook with entries for each of Christine's works. 10 Combining the efforts of the foremost scholars of Christine's manuscript production, the collaborative Album contains up-to-date (up to 2012) and concise descriptions and histories of the individual exemplars of the texts along with information about their past owners and their present-day locations. Another important addition to the scholarship on Christine's manuscripts is Olivier Delsaux's study of the fifty-four manuscripts containing only Christine's work, of which twenty-five are 'manuscrits autographes', that is, manuscripts written in Christine's own hand. Focusing on Christine's manuscripts, Delsaux uses her example to draw conclusions about late medieval attitudes towards writers' copies of their own works more generally.
11
Further, in the area of manuscript studies, Christine's images continue to receive attention. Sandra Hindman's 1986 study of the illuminations of the Epistre Othea was followed in 2003 by Marilynn Desmond and Pamela Sheingorn's examination of the same work. More recently, Orlanda S. H. Lie, Martine Leonarda Meuwese, Mark Aussems, and Hermina Joldersma have studied the richly illuminated Flemish version (today British Library, MS Add. 20698) of the Cité des dames.
12 Still more recently, Charlotte E. Cooper has interpreted the not always straightforward ways in which images relate to poetics in several of Christine's manuscripts. Because Christine supervised the illustrations of many of her own works, their interactions with her words offer important insights into the subtle effects that she sought to create for her readers. 13 Turning to editions and translations of Christine's works, to begin, it is important to note that increasing numbers of the author's manuscripts are accessible in digital form. Thanks to a team of scholars headed by James Laidlaw, a digitized version of the sumptuous MS Harley 4431, the 'Queen's manuscript', which Christine presented to Queen Isabeau in 1413, has been available online for several years, along with transcriptions of the entire manuscript, a manuscript concordance, and related scholarship.
14 In addition, the digital library of the BnF, Gallica, continues to digitize Christine's manuscripts, both large collections (for example, MS f.fr. 605 and 607, which together once formed the 'Duke's Manuscript') and a number of individual works. 15 As for editions and translations, most of Christine's major works have been edited and/or translated and are thus available to the public in some form, although lacunae exist and although a number of these merit reediting or are very difficult to access. First, I turn to editions and/or translations in progress or in press. To date, the most significant of the works remaining unedited are the Livre de Prudence along with its closely related counterpart, the Livre de la Prod'hommie de l'homme, and the Heures de contemplation de la passion. However, an edition of the Prudence is being prepared by Barbara Falleiros, and Dulac's edition of the Heures is in press. 16 A new translation into English of the Epistre Othea by E. Jeffrey Richards and Renate Blumenfeld Kosinski is also in press. 17 The todate untranslated Mutacion de fortune will appear in an English translation by Geri Smith in 2017. Although the Livre de la cité des dames has been translated twice into English and once into modern French, without accompanying edition, and is available as an edition with a facing modern Italian translation, the work has not yet been published as an edition with a modern French translation. 18 However, Anne Paupert's work in progress will soon remedy this gap. Also soon to be remedied is the lack of an easily accessible edition of the Livre des fais d'armes et de chevalerie. At the moment this work is available only in the difficult-to-obtain 1988 dissertation of Christine Moneera Laennec, although the work was translated, without accompanying edition, into English in 1999 by Sumner Willard and Charity Cannon Willard. 19 However, a bilingual edition, based on Laennec's work, accompanied by the 1453 Early Modern High Alemannic translation of the text, by Laennec, Richards, Philipp Jeserich, and Danielle Buschinger, is now in press. Turning to works of Christine that have appeared recently in print, progress has been steady, with her work becoming accessible to general readers in a number of translations in modern French and a smaller number in English. Some of Christine's lyric poetry, to date available only in the first volume of Maurice Roy's three-volume nineteenth-century edition of her collected poetic works, has been newly edited and translated into modern French by a team of scholars. 20 The didactic Epistre d'Othea, composed in 1399 and reworked by Christine over the years to include, finally in MS Harley 4431, an enormous cycle of illuminations, has recently been made available to modern readers in the form it was given in an exemplar of 1460 in a two-volume edition containing a facsimile of the manuscript version of the work housed today in the Bodmer Library in Geneva, followed by a translation into modern French. 21 Three collections of translations of texts related to the 1401 quarrel over the Roman de la rose, which was instigated by Christine against the proponents of that work, Jean de Montreuil and the Col brothers, have appeared in recent years. Each collection offers something different, and, taken together, they bring to life for modern readers this seminal literary quarrel and its cultural backdrop. Christine McWebb's anthology is innovative in providing not only excerpts from the letters between Christine and her interlocutors, in original and English translation, but also some related background documents, including selections from Jean Gerson's Latin sermons, translated by Richards. 22 The collection proposes to recreate in broad terms the quarrel's literary context from its beginnings in Petrarch's snide assessment of French scholars' Latin style through to its manifestation in the letters of Christine and her opponents. Although David Hult offers only English translations without the originals, his detailed essay tracing the stages of the quarrel is an important introductory tool to the quarrel. 23 Virginie Greene has translated into modern French Eric Hicks's 1977 edition of the debate documents, itself an edition that draws on several of the manuscripts containing the letters and some related documents. 24 Although the Livre du duc des 
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Several important collections of essays devoted to Christine have been published over the past decade, some of them in association with the colloquia held by the International Christine de Pizan Society. The first of these colloquia took place in Berlin in 1992, and, since then, they have followed at two-or three-year intervals (the next to be held in Paris in 2019), attracting specialists from throughout the world as well as graduate students. These are important venues for exchanging the most recent research on the writer and her work. Although each colloquium is organized around a theme, the research presented is always varied, as are the articles collected in the peer-reviewed volumes edited by the convenors. In addition to the earlier volumes, volumes from the 2006 colloquium in Paris (the theme of which was Christine de Pizan as a woman of science and authority), 2009 in Bologna ('Writer and the city'), 2012 in Pozna n (Christine de Pizan as 'phenomenon'), and 2015 in Louvain-la-Neuve (' Figures d'auteur 
Recent research has approached Christine's corpus from a wide array of thematic and critical perspectives. Christine first captured the attention of modern readers with her defences of women, and this theme continues to generate interest, although the precise focus has shifted somewhat. From Christine's selfauthorization as a writer, much of the attention has moved to her status as the instigator of the Querelle des femmes, the debate over the merits of women that preoccupied French courtiers and writers throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Interest in the Querelle is not new, nor is the idea of Christine's contributions to the quarrel of the Roman de la rose as the opening salvo of that debate. However, recent social and historical contextualization of her role in this regard has yielded interesting new results and promises to continue to be a fruitful area for investigation as more of the later and often little-known texts related to the Querelle are edited. Although its principal subject is Christine's contemporary, Alain Chartier, Emma Cayley's monograph on the courtly debate culture of fifteenth-century France offers a chapter on Christine's part in the Rose quarrel, and the study as a whole is indispensable for Christine scholars with its depiction of the lively debate culture within which the author got her start. 33 Helen Swift's monograph on the largely unedited texts making up the Querelle des femmes takes Christine's contribution to the Rose quarrel as a point of departure. 34 Tracing the Querelle des femmes from Christine to Martin Le Franc's Champion des dames (1440) to Jean Bouchet's Jugement poetic de l'honneur femenin (1538), Swift uncovers the dense system of intertextual references that made the quarrel so appealing to contemporary audiences, and reveals the long afterlife of Christine's writings on women. Deborah McGrady has shown how carefully Christine controlled representation of the Rose quarrel as it was passed down to posterity by selecting the documents for inclusion in the manuscripts that she prepared for strategically selected patrons. 35 A theme that has drawn increasing attention over the past decade is Christine's political engagement. In the first years after the author's 'rediscovery' by modern scholars, many questioned whether she could reasonably be considered a political thinker at all, that is, whether she was simply a moralist or whether her work manifested a coherent political philosophy. 36 Today it is widely accepted that Christine was indeed a political thinker, theorizing competently on kingship, warfare, and government more generally. Claire Le Ninan's study follows Christine's political engagement throughout her career. 37 One more specific direction taken by scholars in this area has been to explore Christine's political thought from the perspective of 'virtue ethics' and 'virtue politics' to show that her emphasis on individual morality, earlier dismissed as non-political, falls clearly within the Aristotelean political tradition. 38 Craig Taylor includes Christine in his book-length study of late medieval chivalry, demonstrating her significance as a theoretician of proper conduct in war. 39 Also, Christine's conception of kingship has received new attention with Daisy Delogu devoting a chapter of her Theorizing the Ideal Sovereign to the author's biography of Charles V. 40 Delogu argues that under Christine's pen Charles V's reign resolves the tension between the theory and practice of kingship. Another element of Christine's political thought that has been explored over the past decade is her attitude towards female regency. Queen Isabeau of Bavaria served, unofficially, as regent for her mad husband on several occasions. However, the queen's undeservedly negative reputation, based on nineteenthcentury anti-royalist historiography, as I noted above, had long prevented scholars 35 from seriously examining the author's relationship with the queen and the traces of that relationship in Christine's corpus. But recent revisions of Isabeau's career have paved the way for reassessing Christine's support of the queen's regency and its relevance to the author's defences of women. 41 Some feminist historians have regarded Christine's Livre de la cité des dames of 1405 as a challenge to the misogyny of Jean de Montreuil and other supporters of the Roman de la rose, and an argument in favour of female rule, indeed, as the stimulus for Jean's claim in A toute la chevalerie of c. 1409 that women could not inherit the throne in France. However, supporting female rule would have put Christine at odds with her Valois patrons, whose dynasty was premised on the rejection of female claims to the throne. 42 Thus recent scholarship suggests that Christine was supportive of Isabeau's regency and therefore of the prohibition against women's succession to the throne despite her support for women more generally. Still another centre of interest for those examining Christine's political thought has been her use of the metaphor of the body politic. Cary J. Nederman, in a series of articles of the 1990s and early 2000s, has analysed Christine's use of the metaphor in light of the fourteenth-and fifteenth-century shift from rigid political hierarchies towards more egalitarian forms of communal organization. 43 In this context, Christine and her nearcontemporaries Marsilius of Padua, Nicholas of Cusa, and Nicole Oresme emphasized the duties that rulers owed the political community, interpreting the body politic as a society whose head and the higher members were subject to the same laws that also bound the inferior members. Balance or exchange rather than obedience became the key to a well-functioning society. Recent scholars have further developed Nederman's basic points, with some accepting his notion that Christine's body politic promoted reciprocity over hierarchy and others remaining more sceptical. Stephen H. Rigby's richly detailed article on Christine's political theory accepts to some extent but refines Nederman's argument, stressing Christine's place in earlier tradition. 44 Another approach to Christine's body politic has been through the lens of gender. Christine 'feminizes' her body politic, in contrast with the masculine characterization that other authors accord theirs. Although they draw different conclusions about Christine's political purposes from this, a number of recent scholars, including Walters, Green, and Tsae Lan Lee Dow, have elaborated the effects of this feminization. 45 Delogu, too, has studied Christine's feminization of the French body politic in her 2015 monograph on the late medieval female allegories of the kingdom of France. 46 Delogu focuses on the interesting fact that a series of contemporary writers represented the kingdom allegorically as a woman at a time when its leader was incapacitated, examining how these figures offered a way of processing the turmoil resulting from the king's insanity. Finally, Bernard Ribémont focuses on a different aspect of Christine's political thought -her notions of justice -examining her entire corpus to determine the extent of her knowledge of the law treatises with which contemporary jurists were familiar. 47 He concludes that to attribute her any specialist legal knowledge would be an error: an autodidact, Christine was nonetheless neither a doctor of law nor of theology, and she would not have found the treatises composed by such scholars accessible. Ribémont's article, however, is valuable not only for establishing the degree of Christine's knowledge of the law but for laying out contemporary notions of 'reason' or 'droiture' (understood by English-speaking scholars in widely varying ways depending on the context, including equity and customary law) and justice. Even those who do not concur with Ribémont's conclusions will find much of use in his detailed discussion of medieval notions of justice.
Christine's status as a religious writer, which has attracted relatively little attention to date, is the subject of an excellent book-length study of 2006 by Bonnie A. Birk. 48 Focusing on the allegorical figures of the Epistre Othea, the Advision Cristine, and the Cité des dames, Birk's study takes a feminist perspective to reveal Christine's indebtedness to and redeployment of the biblical figure of Wisdom. A more recent article, '"Spiritum nolite extinguere": Reading Religion in the Works of Christine de Pizan', in a collection on French women writers and spirituality across the centuries, lays out Christine's interest for scholars of religious studies. 49 Although specialists will find the ground covered here familiar, the article offers a valuable and thorough orientation for generalists, locating Christine within the tradition of religious writers and insisting on the impossibility of understanding her corpus apart from her religious beliefs. Contextualizing Christine's apparently contradictory attitudes towards lying, which she deplores, and 'just hypocrisy', which she endorses, Dallas Denery traces the two competing ethical discourses on truthfulness on which she draws: one religious; one rhetorical. 50 The dominant Augustinian theological and pastoral condemnation of lying collided with the Ciceronian ethics in which courtly ethics were grounded.
What we might think of as literary analyses continue to provide insight into the author's corpus. Lori Walter's series of articles on the relationship between the 'seulette' figure of Christine's lyric poetry and Jean Gerson's solitary pilgrim in his Montaigne de contemplation represents an important contribution to the study of the Christinienne narrator. 51 Maria Alessandra Soleti explores Christine's fashioning of her narrative voice as prophetic and therefore transcending the personal in an Italian-language book-length study. 52 Examining Christine's analyses and deployment of 'rhetoric', the epitome of science, scientia, during her lifetime, Donald Bruce and Christine McWebb discuss the author's vision of rhetoric as a practice capable of controlling harmful discourse and therefore of promoting public virtue. 53 Since her initial examination of Christine's use of allegory in part of a chapter in Seeing through the Veil: Optical Theory and Medieval Allegory, Suzanne Conklin Akbari has contributed a series of innovative articles relating the author's poetic practices to her epistemology. 54 Didier Lechat adds a new layer to the autobiographical insertions so beloved of Christine's modern scholarly and general readers, analysing her narrator -her avatar self -alongside the 'micro-narratives' in similar autobiographical narratives in the writings of Machaut and Froissart. 55 Sarah Kay's reading of Christine's narrator in the Chemin de long estude as a figure through which the author works out the relationship between embodied, personal experience and abstract, universal knowledge is an astonishing tour de force, which, taking the author's narratorial strategy as a point of departure, ends up by reflecting on Christine not only as a didactic author but as a philosopher. 56 Digital analyses, too, have revealed new subtleties in Christine's writing practices. As noted above, Christine studies have already been enhanced through the digital humanities. In addition to digitized manuscripts, recent stylometric analyses -that is, computerized word-frequency counts -reveal that the author's style varied significantly over the course of her career, both in her poetry and prose. The first analyses of Christine's corpus have demonstrated interesting clusters of texts, verifying that the author did indeed develop objectively identifiable styles. Richards, David Wrisley, and Dulac have recently shown that in contrast with traditional non-computer-aided stylistics, which normally detect just four stylesclerical, allegorical, legal-juridical, and courtly -in Christine's corpus, stylometry turns up five 'communities' of style that do not necessarily correspond to genre. 57 They conclude by calling for further digital textual research on medieval French texts, with the goal of better understanding how French prose evolved from the late fourteenth into the fifteenth century.
Finally, one of the most prolific and fruitful approaches to the past over the last two decades has been the study of the history of the emotions. Some recent examples of what the optic yields when applied to Christine's works are provided by Charles-Louis Morand-Métivier. In his 2013 dissertation 'Apprendre des massacres: émotions et nation dans la littérature du Moyen-âge et de la Renaissance', he approaches the creation of the French nation -as an inclusive emotional community -by way of emotional reactions to historical massacres. 58 Christine, along with other contemporary writers, helps the French nation imagine itself in the wake of crisis by invoking and provoking emotions useful to the enterprise. In a more recent article, Morand-Métivier draws attention to the importance that Christine accords emotions in her depiction of the king in the Livre des fais et bonnes meurs du sage roy Charles V.
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The modern enthusiasm, now over forty years old, for Christine de Pizan shows no sign of abating. The eloquent widow's rich and varied corpus, coupled with her sympathetic narrative persona, continues to attract all manner of theoretical approaches, with established as well as young scholars still finding new ways of engaging with the individual texts. With the majority of her works accessible to modern publics, her varied genres and style, coupled with her fascinating and unusual biography as one of France's first women of letters, assure her continued status as an author worthy of critical interest. I conclude by noting that Christine's interest for a wide readership is receiving renewed reinforcement through a new one-woman live show that presents the author's work in her own words. Television and film actor Suzanne Savoy, who grew up in Montreal, assumes a French accent to speak directly to the audience as Christine, bringing the author to life for a new public, that is, theatre-goers. 60 It seems appropriate that Christine, who originally achieved fame as a lyric poet, a profession with a strong oral tradition, should once again be experienced aurally, through the sound of her words. Perhaps more than any writer of the French Middle Ages, Christine continues to enthuse both specialists and the general public. 
